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Summary y 

NoNo stone unturned describes how people from the Osa Peninsula, Costa Rica, 
succesfullyy campaigned against an industrial forestry project carried out by 
transnationall  paper giant Stone Container Corporation in the 1990s. They were assisted 
inn this effort by the Costa Rican Ecologist Association (AECO) and other national and 
transnationall  campaigners, lawyers, scientists and politicians. They formed a coalition 
too oppose the project, which was called Ston Forestal, because of the social and 
environmentall  impacts its pulpwood plantations on farmers' lands, and its industrial 
workk to process and transport the produce, would have. To a large extent the success of 
thee protest coalition was achieved by a methodology which can be referred to as 
'groundedd green campaigning'. This means campaigning in which ecological values 
aree explictly linked to the possibilities for sustainable livelihoods of people who suffer 
fromm structural scarcity and inequality and in which these people themselves play an 
importantt role. The argumentation and methodology of this campaigning are linked to 
aa long-term vision on sustainability and equality. It is an ideal type of ecologist, or 
'grassroots-based'' environmentalist campaigning, environmentalist campaigning that 
problematizess social injustice. AECO itself perceived this as a vehicle in 'socio-
environmentall  movement building'. Grounded green gampaigning is an ideological, 
strategicc and analytical concept all at the same time. Ideological, because it envisions 
changess in the economic and cultural status-quo and requires explicit political choice 
andd methodolocal transparency. It is strategic because addressing the needs of those 
whoo are dependent on the natural resources being defended contributes to a large extent 
too sustainable solutions for environmental conflict. Finally it is analytical because a 
moree than superficial knowledge of interest clashes at stake in natural resource use and 
managementt is required both for the understanding and execution of such campaigning 
initiatives.. The concept is inspired by 'grounded theory' (Glazer and Strauss 1967, 
Glazerr 1992). This book details a conceptual 'network' with which environmental 
campaigningg in general can be analyzed. Its concepts are derived from social 
movementt theory, rural sociology, geography and environmental studies. Knowledge 
of,, and choices concerning, local resource interests form the ground, or basis, on which 
'criticall  agency (cf. critical mass) is built for successful campaigning using five type of 
buildingg blocks. These five building blocks are: (i) the mobilization and construction of 
collectivee identity and identifications (ii) strategic framing (or applied discourse 
development)) (iii ) collective action, (iv) the use and sustenance of webs of 
mobilizationn and (v) the creation and use of political opportunities. The conceptual net, 
includingg these and other tools, was created for and based on the case study of the 
campaignn against Stone Container's industrial forestry project. This campaign resulted 
inn a new and more egalitarian agreement between the paper giant and the Costa Rican 
state.. The basic argument on a local scale, which was that Stone Container abused the 
precariouss situation of agriculture and livestock keeping and used the best soils for 
theirr pulpwood, received hardly any support from politicians. This was due especially 
too the increasing strength of neoliberalism in Costa Rica and the argument of 
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'reforestation'' on which the interventions of the paper giant were based. However, the 
effectt of the campaign was that the establishment of the plantations was largely slowed 
downn . A more important political weapon in the hands of the protesters - and 
reinforcedd by Costa Rica's financial dependency - was the argument that an industrial 
plantt and a harbor area that would be built to chip and transport the wood would 
threatenn the biodiversity of the Golfo Dulce and its surrounding rainforests. A complex 
interactionn of political pressure and procedures resulted inthis latter argument leading 
too changes in the project's design . A new agreement not only stipulated a different 
locationn for the chip mill to a less ecologicallly vulnerable spot, but also laid down 
Stonee Container's responsibility for any environmental damage and the installation of a 
monitoringg commission in which activists from the Osa Peninsula itself could 
participate.. Moreover, in the course of the campaigning process, a number of 
institutionall  changes was effectuated, including in the Constitution. The case study 
showss that 'grounding' is a complex matter and is more of an instrument for reflection 
andd monitoring than a topic for fundamentalist discussion, especially in the context of 
complexx international coalition-building and lobby. The case also clearly shows that 
groundingg has methodological implications for campaigning in that working with, and 
fromm the perspectives of, the people of the conflict area can increase the identification 
withh both the location and transnational activism. Skillful, respectful and 'bridge 
building'' leadership is vital for this process to happen: this was also an important 
ingredientt of AECO's contribution to the success of the 'Stone campaign'. 
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